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Introduction.

CiFARELLif has established certain formula? showing the relation existing

between the Kummer functions of a rectilinear congruence referred to a general

double family of parametric ruled surfaces of the congruence. In § 1 we have

applied these formula? to several special cases—afforded by taking in turn for

the double family of parametric ruled surfaces the principal surfaces, the mean

ruled surfaces, and one family of the developables and their orthogonal trajec-

tories—for the determination of all congruences having a given spherical repre-

sentation of any one of these three double families. In each case we find that

the abscissa, measured from the surface of reference, of the point where the line

of shortest distance between the lines (u, v), (u + du, v) meets the former line

satisfies a partial differential equation of the second order whose coefficients

involve the coefficients of the fundamental quadratic differential form of the

sphere. When this abscissa has been found, the further determination reduces

to the solution of ,a Riccati equation and quadratures.

In § 2 we restrict ourselves to systems upon the sphere consisting of a family

of great circles, u = const., and their orthogonal trajectories, v = const. Having

shown that the line of shortest distance between the lines (u, v),(u + du, v)

has a different direction from the line of shortest distance between the latter

and the consecutive line in the ruled surface v = const, which passes through

the line ( u, v ), we consider the congruence of lines upon which the shortest dis-

tances are measured and call it a conjugate of the original congruence. Evi-

dently for each choice of a family of great circles on the sphere there is a con-

jugate of a given congruence, hence the conjugate is not determinate until the

parametric system of curves is given. The above definition fails when the ruled

surfaces v = const, are developables, but another definition, consistent with the

former, removes this exception.

In § 3, certain relations are found to hold between the Kummer functions of

a congruence and any of its conjugates, from which one finds the equation of

•Presented to the Society October 26, 1901.    Received for publication Nov. 5, 1901.

XLe Congruence, Annali di Matemática, ser. 3, vol. 2 (1899), p. 139.
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condition that a conjugate congruence of a normal congruence be normal. In

order that the lines of a conjugate congruence of a normal congruence be tan-

gent to one of the orthogonal surfaces of the latter, they must be tangents to

asymptotic lines upon this surface.

It is shown in § 5 that when a family of great circles and their orthogonal tra-

jectories are given, the determination of the direction cosines is the same problem

as the finding of a skew curve from its intrinsic equations.

In §§ 6, 7 three cases are discussed, according as a given system of great

circles and their orthogonal trajectories are the spherical representation of the

principal ruled surfaces, of the mean ruled surfaces, or of one family of devel-

opables and the ruled surfaces of the congruence cutting them orthogonally.

In particular, those congruences are considered for which the corresponding con-

jugate congruences have ruled surfaces of like character in correspondence. Of

special interest is the result that, when a congruence and the conjugate which

corresponds to its developables are normal congruences, the developables corre-

spond and the determination of all such congruences with a given spherical

representation of their developables reduces to quadratures.

§ 1. Determination of congruences with a given spherical representation of

particular ruled surfaces.

Consider a rectilinear congruence referred to a general system of parameters,

u, v. Let X, Y, Z denote the direction cosines of any line T of the congru-

ence, and x, y, z, the cartesian coordinates of the point where the line meets the

surface of reference.    Write

a)      J-s(£y. r-E««   ,-E(«)'.

_      dxdX T-dxdX dx dX _V_?ÔX

6 ~ ^ du ~du '   f~^dvdu'    *   ~^du~dv'    9 ~ ^ dv ~dv '

These are the Kummer functions, and Cifarelli * has shown that they are con-

nected by the following relations :

Bx     eG-f'EBX    f'E-eFdX
du - EG-F2  du + EG-E2~dv~+        '

dx     fG-gFdX     gE-fF dX
dv~EG- F2 'du ^ EG- F2  dv +        '

(2)

where

»1. c, p. 141.
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The expressions in y and z follow at once by analogy.    The condition of inte-

grability of (2) leads to the following relations :

de       df      (12 1'        fill' f 121'   ,

+ {121} 9 + FA-EB = 0,

« £-5.-{?M?FH?}>
+ }1,2)'g A- GA-FB = 0,

d^-™+f-r-o
dv      du +J    J  -   '

where the Christoffel symbols {7} ' are formed with  respect to the quadratic

form

(5) Fdu2A-2 Fdu dv + Gdv2.

We now apply these general results to several particular cases.

Consider first the case where the spherical representation is that of the prin-

cipal ruled surfaces of the congruence, and take for the surface of reference

the middle surface of the congruence.    From this hypothesis we have *

(6) F=0,       f+f' = 0,        eG + gE=0.

Indicating by r the  abscissa of the  limit point  corresponding to  the  lines

(u, v), (u + du, v), we have in consequence of the last equation of (6) f

CD — J-£

In conformity with the second equation of (6) we introduce with Bianchi $ a

new function </> defined by

(8) f=(bVEG,       f'=-4>VFG.

Substituting these expressions for e, f,f, g, F in (2) and replacing A and B

by their values given in the first two of equations (4), we have for the mean

surface

* Bianchi, Lezioni, p. 258.

fl. c, p. 247.
Í1. c, p. 275.
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dx _        dX

du du

(9)
dx _    dX

dv dv

m    dX     (   ¡Ed<p      1 d(rG)\ ^
^G<t'-dv+{-\G^v + G~dfr)X'

¡G.dX     (!B(rE)        ¡Gdcf>\v

YE*^u-{E-dv- + ^Edû)X'

with  analogous  expressions  in y and z.     And the third of equations (4)

reduces to

(10)

„   d2r       dlogEdr     dlogGdr     d2 log EG
2-|_-1-(_-r

dudv dv     du du     dv dudv

-[¿(aSSKíVIS?)]-^-*-
which is the necessary and sufficient condition which r and cj> must satisfy in

order that the congruence shall have the given representation of its principal

surfaces. Evidently one of these functions can be chosen arbitrarily and the

other is determined by the integration of an equation of Laplace.

In the second case we consider the determination of congruences with a given

spherical representation of their mean ruled surfaces. As defined by Cifar-

ELLI,* the mean ruled surfaces form a double system, in general unique, for which

the surfaces of one family cut those of the other family orthogonally, and the lines

of striction of the two surfaces which pass through any line meet the latter in

its middle point. When the congruence is referred to a general parametric

system, the directions of the spherical representation of the mean ruled sur-

faces are given by the equation obtained by equating to zero the Jacobian of

equation (5) and of the left-hand member of the general equation for the direc-

tions of the principal ruled surfaces.f    This gives

{E(gE- eG) - F[(f+f')E- 2eF] }du2

(11) 4-2[F(gE4-eG)-(f4-f')FG]dudv

4-{F[2gF-(f4-f')G-]-G(gE-eG)}dv2 = 0.

In order that the parametric curves on the sphere be the images of the mean

surfaces, it is necessary and sufficient that

(12) gE-eG = 0, F=0;

and if we take one of the limit surfaces for the surface of reference, we must

have-j:

*Annali di Matemática, ser. 3, vol. 2 (1899), p. 151.

t Bianchi, Lezioni, p. 251.

tl. c, p. 251.
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(13) eg-(l±^y = 0,

and conversely.    From (12) we get

(14) ,= -| = --|;

and in conformity with (13) we introduce a new function <f>, defined by

Proceeding as in the former case we obtain

dx dX        \E~,        ,dX
du-=-r-du--^G{r+(!>)-dv-

(16)

-(¿-a!
Ed ^ 1     BE   \
Gdv(r+^-^m^vr) *

dx \G,        ±^dX       dX
d-v=-\E^-^"dü-r-dv-

(dr     ¡g d (    ^      i   ^ W
-\dv--^du^-^-^m^r) '

and similar equations in y and z.    Again we find that the functions r and <p

satisfy a condition of the second order ; it is

i-?--- \E*L      (—    f_? 1      dG\dr
t17)        \ Edu2       \ Gdv2 +\du\F+ VFG du ) du

/ö     O? 1     dE\dr      \d(     1     5(9 \       d(     1     dE \1

~\Fv\G+^/FG^)dv~ + L dû \ t/e-q ~du )~dv\ VEG~dv~ )\r

-íNÍIIK(a%V^.
In the third case, we seek to determine the congruences for which one family

of developables is represented by a given family of curves upon the sphere.

Let v — const, represent these curves and let u = const, be their orthogonal

trajectories ; then F= 0. From the general equation for the direction of the

developables * we find for this choice of parameters

(18) /' = 0.

* 1. c, p. 252.
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Take for the surface of reference the locus of the points half way between

the focal point given by the lines (u, v), (u + du, v), and the point where

the line of shortest distance between the lines (u, v), (u, v + dv) meets the

former line ; then

(19) ±   R.
E~G'

If we put

(20) ¿ = <*¿>,

the surface of reference is given by

~dû-~r~du +\du + r^du 2G~dv~*)     '

(21)
dx        dX       dX     (dr        d log E     dcf>     d log VE   \
dv=<t>f^+r^-{dv+ r—fr- + du +-du       *)X'

and similar equations in y and z.    And the functions <-/>, r, satisfy the condi-

tion

d2r       dlogEdr     dhgGdr     d2 log EG

dudv dv      du du      dv dudv

(22) = - [
d2<f>     d log VE d<f>       1   dE dtf>
du2 du        du      2 G   dv   dv

/   1    dE dG        1   d2E     d2\ogVE \"|

+ * \2G2 ~W ~dv~ ~ 2G ~dW +       au*       +     ) J'

In all three cases the congruence is normal when (p = 0. Furthermore,

when this condition is satisfied, the first and third cases are the same.

§2.   Definition of conjugate congruences.

Let A, p, v denote the direction-cosines of the line of shortest distance be-

tween the lines (u, v), (u + du, v + dv) of a congruence referred to a general

parametric system.    It can be shown that *

(    dX      „aj\ .       (   dX      „dX\ ,
{E^dv-F-du)du+\F^v   - ° du)dv

VEG - F2 VEdu2 4- 2Fdu dv + Gdv2

an d similarly for p, and v.    If in particular we denote by Xx, Yx, Zx ; X2, Y2 Z2

* BlANCHI, 1. c, p. 246.
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the direction cosines of the line of shortest distance from the line (u, v) to

(u + du, v) and (u, v + dv) respectively, we have from the preceding formula

(23)

dv du dv du
1= VÉVEG-F^ 1= VE VEG^FV

E^-F92
dv du

Z, =

(24)

1      VE V'EG - F2 '

dX dX dY dY
F^-G^ F-*--G4

dv du dv du
2 = VGVEG^F2' 2 = VGVËG^F2'

dv du
2= VGVEG^F2'

From these we find upon differentiation and reduction

(25)

dXx VEG-F2\ 11 Y'dX
du  = E*        I 2 j   du

dXx VEG-F2 /I 12 1' dX
dv   ' El

(26)

dX2     VEG-F2 (\ 12 1' dX
du~~      G*

dX,     VEG -F2\22 ,
dv  ~ G* 1

and similar equations in the ^F's and Z's.

The necessary and sufficient condition that the elements of any ruled surface

u = const, of a congruence be parallel to a plane, whose direction varies with

the value of this constant, is that the surface be represented on the sphere by

a great circle.    The analytical expression of this condition is *

TO {?}'-..
In this case, as is seen from (26), X2, Y2, Z2 are functions of u alone, and conse-

*Bianchi, 1. c, p. 140.
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quently all the lines of shortest length between consecutive lines of a ruled sur-

face u = const, have the same direction. Conversely, when this property is

possessed by all of the surfaces u = const., it is necessary that

22 1' dX _

1 J   ~dv ~
22 V dY_ ( 22 y dZ _

1  \   dv ~)  1  \   dv~

Since one at least of the functions X, Y, Z must be a function of v, the above

equations are satisfied only by the condition (27).    Hence the

Theorem.— When all the lines of shortest length between consecutive lines

of any surface in a family of ruled surfaces of a congruence have the same

direction, the generatrices are parallel to a plane which is different for dif-

ferent surfaces of the family.

We assume that the sphere is referred to a family of great circles and their

orthogonal trajectories. Then (27) is satisfied, and by a proper choice of param-

eters we have *

(28) F=0, Gmml.

Consider in connection with the given congruence C the system of lines upon

which is measured the shortest distances between the lines (u, v), (u + du, v)

of C. In order that this system of lines be a congruence Cx, it is sufficient that to

each line T of G there corresponds a unique line Tx of C\. This would fail to

occur only when the lines of shortest distance between three consecutive genera-

trices in a ruled surface v = const, coincide, in which case the three generatrices

would be parallel to the same plane. Hence from what has preceded we see

that the sufficient condition that there be a unique line Tx for each line T is

given by

£+•-  £+••  &+•■

For from (25) it is clear that if these conditions were not satisfied we would have

nl'_o
2 J   -"'

that is,-)- the lines v = const, on the sphere would be great circles. Since there

cannot exist upon a sphere an orthogonal system of great circles we are brought

to the

Theorem.— When a family of great circles u = const, and their orthogonal

trajectories are the spherical representation of a congruence, the lines upon

* Bl ANCHI, I.e., p. 154.

1*1. o.,p. 146.
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which are measured the shortest distances between the lines (m, v), (w + du, v)

from a congruence.

We say that the latter congruence is conjugate to the former.

In consequence of the choice of parameters giving (28) the formulai (23), (24)

take the forms

^    ' l      dv du dv        du*        dv

These forms lead to an extension of the definition to an exceptional case.

Since consecutive generatrices of a developable surface intersect, the line of

shortest distance between them is indeterminate. Consequently, if the ruled

surfaces v = const, of the congruence C are developables, the conjugate Cx, as

above defined, would have no meaning. In accordance with the first equation

of (29) we define the corresponding congruence Cx in this case as the double sys-

tem of lines with direction cosines equal to dX/dv, dY/dv, dZ/dv which pass

through the corresponding focal points of the lines T.

Denote by Ex, Fx, Gx the coefficients of the spherical representation of C, ;

then from (29) we have

fdVEY
(30) jS^-l-j,       Fx = 0,        flr.-l.

From this it follows that the curves u = const, on the sphere for Cx are great

circles, and consequently the generatrices of any one of the ruled surfaces

u = const, of C, are parallel to a plane. It follows from analogy that the

direction-cosines of the conjugate of C, are dXx/dv, dYx/dv, dZfdv; but by

(29) these are equal to —X, —Y, —Z; that is, the image of this line on the

sphere is diametrically opposite the corresponding point for the original congru-

ence. It can be seen geometrically that this line not only has the same direction

as the corresponding line of C but actually coincides with it.    Hence the

Theorem.— The conjugate of any conjugate of a congruence is this congru-

ence itself with the positive direction of the lines reversed.

§ 3.   Relations between a congruence and any conjugate.

Let xx, yx, zx denote the cartesian coordinates of the point on the surface of

reference Sx of C, in which it is met by the line r, (w, v). If r and r, denote

the distances from S and S. respectively of the point of intersection of T and

r,, we have

x + rX= xx + rx Xx,        y + rY= yx + rxYx,        z + rZ = », + rxZx.

With the aid of (29) we find
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(31)

d log VE „ d log VE
dv       {e + rF) = ex + rxEx,       f—^—^f^

(^ ^rd®     dr\       „, (,— ^dx      dr\

-{JL^su + ̂ j-f'i,     -(£^ + ̂ J = í7i + ̂

where the subscripts denote that the functions belong to Cx.

When C is a normal congruence, f= f, and we find from (31) that the nec-

essary and sufficient condition that Cx also be normal is

<S2> E*g+£+aJ¥?/'-o.

The equation f =f is obtained from the condition that "^Xdx shall be an

exact differential, that is,

Y.Xdx 4-dp=0.

From this equation it follows also that p is the abscissa of the point where the

line (u, v) of the congruence is met by one of the orthogonal surfaces. We

take this surface for the surface of reference S; then p = 0 and

(33) e = -D,       f=f'=-D',        g=-D",

where D, D', D" are the coefficients of the second fundamental quadratic form

of S. In order that the functions p and r may be the same and the tangents to

the curves v = const, on S form a congruence Cx, it is necessary and sufficient

that r = 0, or, from (33),
D = 0;

that is, the curves v = const, on S must be asymptotic.    Hence the

Theorem.—The necessary and sufficient condition that the tangents to a

family of curves on a surface form a conjugate to the congruence of normals

is that the curves be asymptotic lines and be represented upon the sphere by

the orthogonal trajectories of a family of great circles.

It is evident that there is only a particular class of surfaces possessing this

latter property. Since the normals to a ruled surface along a generatrix are

parallel to a plane it follows that for ruled surfaces of this class the non-linear

asymptotic lines are the ones referred to. For future purposes we will deter-

mine all minimal surfaces of this category.

It is well known that minimal surfaces are characterized by the property that

their asymptotic lines are orthogonal, and that when these lines are taken as

parametric the square of the linear element of the surface and spherical repre-

sentation are * respectively

*Bianchi, I. c, p. 126.
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ds2 = pidu2A-dv2),        ds'2 = ~idu2A-dv2),

where — 1/p2 is equal to the total curvature of the surface. If the curves

u = const, on the sphere are to be great circles, p must be a function of v alone,

and consequently the asymptotic lines u = const, on the surface are geodesies,

that is, straight lines. As the helicoid with plane director is the only ruled

minimal surface, we have the

Theorem.—The only minimal surface for which one family of asymptotic

lines is represented by a family of geodesic parallels on the sphere is the heli-

coid with plane director.

We return now to the consideration of the congruences of normals to any of

the particular class of surfaces referred to above.    From (31) we have

ri=~9i-

Hence the ruled surfaces u = const., v = const, of C, are such that

and therefore by (14) they are the mean ruled surfaces of Cx. Hence the point

of tangency of any tangent to the curves v = const, is the mean point. Were

this point to be the mean point of V also, the surface S would be minimal.

These results may be stated as follows :

The tangents to the helices on a helicoid with plane director form a congru-

ence conjugate to the congruence of normals, and the helicoid is the mean sur-

face for each congruence. Moreover, this is the only normal congruence

possessing this double property.

Since the lines v = const, on any of these surfaces are curved asymptotic lines

and consequently not geodesies, we have the

Theorem.— When C is a normal congruence and Cx is composed of the

tangents to the asymptotic lines on one of the orthogonal surfaces, Cx is not a

normal congruence. _

§ 4.   Determination of a conjugate congruence when the original congruence is

defined in a particular way.

A congruence for which all the generatrices of any ruled surface u = const,

are parallel to a plane may be defined by equations of the form

(33') IxA-rny + nz=f(u, v),        Xx + py + vz = f2iu, v),

where l,m,n are functions of u alone and X, p., v are functions of u and v.

If X, Y, Z denote the direction cosines, we have
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IX4- mY4-nZ = 0.

By differentiation with respect to v, we have in view of (29),

lXx4-mYx4-nZx=0.

Hence the ruled surfaces u == c of C and u = c of Cx have their generatrices

parallel to the same plane. From this it follows that the great circles u = const,

for Cx are the same as for C, and from the definition of conjugate congruences

it follows that corresponding points are at the distance of a quadrant.

Denote by T and I" the lines (u, v), (u + du, v) of C and by Tx their line

of shortest distance.    From (33') we have

X,   Y,   Z
mv — pn,   nX — vl,   Ipt — mX

[Y{mv - pnJY*

and if X', Y', Z' denote the direction-cosines of V, they are given by

dX dY dZ
X',Y',Z'=X+^-du,   Y-r-^du,   Z + ^du.

du- du du

Hence, when (33') is given, the functions X, ■ ■ ■, Z' can be calculated at once.

The equation of the plane determined by 1" and Ty is

(34)

x — x, z — z.

X'

YZ'-ZY'

y-Vi

Y' Z'

ZX'-XZ'    XY'-YX'

= 0,

where x, y, z are current coordinates and xx, yx, zx are the coordinates of the

intersection of V and 1^.    These coordinates are given by the equations

(35)

lxx 4- myx + nzx =fx(u, v),

du '

dl dm dn

du duZi

(x+d^du)x>+{*+d^du)^+{v+dfidu)zi=o-

Since the plane (34) passes through the intersection of T and Tx, we see that

if the expressions for xx, yx, zx obtained from (35) are put in (34) and this

equation is combined with (33'), we can find the coordinates of the point where

r meets Tx.

From the definition of Cx and the results found above, we find that Cx is

given by the equations

(33")        Ix4-my4- nz=fx(u, v),        Xxx + pxy + vxz=f3(u,v),

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 84
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where \,, p,x, vx are functions of u and v satisfying the condition

~£,(mv — pn)(mvx — pxn)= 0,

and where f3(u, v) is determined by the condition that the plane defined by the

second of equations (33") passes through the intersection of T and T,.    Hence:

When a congruence is defined in the form (33') the corresponding conjugate

congruence can be found without integration.

§ 5.    Determination of the direction cosines when the system on the

sphere is given.

Consider the sphere referred to a parametric system such that

(28) F=0,        G=l.

The Gauss equation * reduces to

d2VE       ,—

whence

(36) VË= Ux cos v + U2 sin v,

where Ux, U2 are functions of u alone.

Denoting by \, px, vx; \, p2, v2 the direction cosines of the tangents to the

curves v = const, and u = const, respectively on the sphere, we have f

dVE r—
(37) d\t = —^—\du — Xdv,        dX= VE\du+ \dv,

and similar relations between Y, px, p2 and Z, vx, v2.    From these equations

we find that
d2X

from which it follows that

(37') X= Uxx cos v A- UX2 sin v,

where Uxx, UX2 are functions of u alone; similarly for Y, Z.    The functions

of u appearing in these expressions must satisfy the following conditions :

(38) U2XX+U22X+U23X=1,   U2X2+U222A-U232=1,   UXXUX2A- UnUn+ U3XU32=0.

Again from equations (37) we find

*Bianchi, 1. o., p. 67.

11. o., p. 94.
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from which it follows that

dX2_d log VEdX

du dv        du '

UxU'xx-U2U'X2 = 0,

where the accents denote differentiation ; similarly for the functions U2X, • • •, U32.

Substituting the above expressions for E, X, Y, Z in

*-=(£)■

we find the following relations :

HK = u\,     ?,u';2 = u22,     T.u'nu'X2= uxu,.

By means of the preceding systems of equations we find readily the following

relations :

U' U' U'U 11    _ _u 21 u 31

(39)
u2Xu32-u3Xu22- u3xuX2-uxxu32- unuu- uixuX2-u^

_^12_^*22_^*82_TT

u„ u.M - u„ um - u„ u„ - u„ ÜZ - u„ u„ - u„ u„ - °2 •'S1^33 "^31^22 ^31"-M2 ^ 11 "^ 32 "^11^22 "^21^12

The equations of condition (38), (39) are those which would obtain if

"ll ' ^21 ' ^31 » "l2 ' "^22 ' ^32

were the direction cosines of the tangent and binormal respectively of a curve

with curvature Ux and torsion U2.    Hence we have the following

Theorem.—The problem of finding the direction cosines of the lines of a

congruence for which the parametric ruled surfaces in one family are repre-

sented by great circles is equivalent to the complete determination of a skew

curve from its intrinsic equations.

As is well known, the latter requires the solution of a Riccati equation.

Conversely, when the direction cosines of the lines of a congruence can be

expressed in the form (37') where Ulx, • • -, U32 satisfy conditions (38) and

U'X2-U'2~U'^

the ruled surfaces u = const, have a family of great circles for their spherical

representation.

§ 6.   When the system on the sphere is the image of the principal surfaces.

Let the great circles u = const, on the sphere be the spherical representation

of one family of principal ruled surfaces. The equation (10) reduces to the

form :
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du \   dv dv       J

--[¿{■à%hl("%h»"\
When cf> is given an arbitrary form, r is obtained by quadratures. Hence the

Theorem.—The determination of all congruences for which one family of

the principal ruled surfaces is represented on the sphere by a family of great

circles reduces to quadratures, after the direction cosines of the lines of the

congruence have been found.

With every congruence C, whose principal ruled surfaces have a given spher-

ical representation, there is associated a unique conjugate congruence C,, deter-

mined by this parametric system. From (31) we find that the necessary and

sufficient condition that the principal surfaces of Cx correspond to those of C is

given by the equation

(«) E^ + £ + ̂ /' = »,
or, by (9),

.— da dr      dVE

The elimination of r between this equation and (40) leads to an equation in <b

of the third order.    Hence the

Theorem.— The determination of all congruences whose principal ruled

surfaces are represented by a given family of great circles and their orthogo-

nal trajectories and correspond to the principal surfaces of the conjugate con-

gruence requires the solution of a partial differential equation of the third

order.

The condition (41) is the same as that which expresses that Cx is normal

when C is normal. Since in the latter case the principal surfaces are develop-

able we have the

Theorem.— HAen a congruence and the conjugate corresponding to one

family of developables are both normal, their developable surfaces correspond.

When C is a normal congruence the equation (40) reduces to

S i^dr     dlogE \      n

(42) d-u\?dv+-ïr-r) = ^

for which the general integral is

(43) r=^jVËVdu + u),
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where U and V are functions of u and v respectively. From (9) we see that in

the present case the coordinates of the mean surface of the congruence are

given by

,..„ dx dX     dr _ dx        dX      1 d(rJS) ^
(43') 3-—— *•-=—+5-X,        ^ = r^--= -*■_—¿X.
v      ' du du       du dv dv       E      dv

Denoting by p the abscissa of one of the normal surfaces, we have

du~     Z*    du'       dv ~     ¿*    dv'

or, with the aid of equations (43'),

dp dr dp     dr     d log E

du du'1 dv      dv dv

By means of (43) we get from these equations

p= — r + 2 f Vdv,

where I7 is the same function which appears in (43).

From (41') and (42) it is seen that if Cx is also to be a normal congruence we

must have

dr d2 log E

du        ' dudv

Excluding isotropic congruences, or, in other words, the case r = 0, we see that

the necessary and sufficient conditions that C and Cx be normal congruences is

that r be a function of v alone and \/E be the product of a function of u and

a function of v. If the latter condition is to be satisfied, either Ux = 0, U2 = 0,

or UX = XU2, where A is a constant ; and conversely. Recalling our previous

results, we see that for the first two cases the finding of the direction cosines is

equivalent to the determination of a plane curve from its intrinsic equation

and in the last case of a general helix from its intrinsic equations. Since both

of these determinations require quadratures only, we have the

Theorem.— The complete determination of all normal congruences for

which, when the ruled surfaces u = const., v = const, are the developables, the

conjugate congruence also is normal, reduces to quadratures.

§ 7.   When the system on the sphere is the image of the mean surfaces

or of a family of developables.

From (17) we see that the finding of all congruences for which one family of

mean ruled surfaces is represented by a given family of great circles requires

the determination of two functions r and <f> satisfying the equation :
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1   5V        ,-d2r      d     1   dr      „ d     _      n d2     ._
-=53- i/J£ ¿-7 + 5- -?= 3- — 8 5- VE - 2 ai t/jF • r
-|/^ 5m2 ¿V      5m -y/jg du dv dv2

(44)

du \ VE du
-¿r4-îi)+4(v<*) + .^

From (31) we see that the necessary and sufficient condition that the ruled

surfaces u = const., v = const, of C, also be its mean ruled surfaces is

or by (16)

dw
from which we have

(45) r = d>A-V,

where F is a function of v alone.    Substituting this expression for r in (44)

we have

&$     dlogEdd,

dv2 dv     dv

(46)

where the accents denote differentiation with respect to v. From (45) and (46)

we see that, when F is given an arbitrary form, the determination of r

requires the solution of an ordinary differential equation of the second order.

The expressions for the coordinates of one of the limit surfaces follow from (16).

When C is a normal congruence the above equation reduces to

d logVE 1    d2VE

dv VE    dv2V" + S —-^— F'+ 2-t=-A- F=0.

Hence E must be a function of v alone, and consequently

V~E = a cos v + b sin v,

where a and 6 are constants.    But this is a subcase of that characterized by the

equation

ux = \u2,

previously discussed; hence the direction-cosines X,  Y, Z can be found by

quadratures.    When we put the above expression for VE and <f> = 0 in (44), it
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reduces to a form from which r can be found by two quadratures. Thus,

by (45),
kx ( a sin v — 6 cos v ) + k2

(a cos -y + 6 sin v)2

where kx and k2 are constants.    Hence the

Theorem.—The complete determination of normal congruences whose mean

ruled surfaces correspond to the mean ruled surfaces of the corresponding

conjugate congruence reduces to quadratures.

It is readily found that condition (32) is not satisfied, and therefore

The corresponding conjugate congruence is not a normal one.

Lastly, we consider the determination of congruences for which one system of

developables has for its spherical representation the orthogonal trajectories of a

given family of great circles. In this case equation (22) reduces to such a form

that for any value of <-/> the finding of r requires two quadratures.

In order that the ruled surfaces u = const, of the corresponding conjugate

congruence Cx be developable we must have* yj = 0 and hence by (31) /"= 0.

Consequently f=f, so that C is a normal congruence, which is entirely in

accord with the preceding results.

In order that the ruled surfaces v = const, of Cx be developables we must

have by (31) and (21)
dr     dE

du      dv

Eliminating r between this equation and the equation to which (22) reduces

in this case, we find that cf> satisfies a linear equation of the third order in the

derivatives of <f> with respect to u.    Hence the

Theorem.— When the cosines X, Y, Z for a given system of great circles

u = const, and their orthogonal trajectories v = const, are found, the deter-

mination of all congruences having these trajectories for the representation of

one family of developables reduces to quadratures. Only when C is a normal

congruence can the ruled Surfaces u = const, of the conjugate be developables.

And the determination of all congruences for which the ruled surfaces

v = const, of the conjugate are developables requires the integration of an

ordinary differential equation of the third order.

Pbinceton, October, 1901.

*Bianchi, 1. c, p. 252.


